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AGENDA
WEBSTER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
WEBSTER, TEXAS
MONDAY, MARCH 1, 2021
MUNICIPAL BUILDING COUNCIL CHAMBERS
101 PENNSYLVANIA, WEBSTER, TEXAS
6:00 P.M.
A QUORUM OF CITY COUNCIL MAY BE PRESENT

1.

Call to Order.

2.

Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance.

3.

Roll Call and Certification of a Quorum.

4.

Petitions or Requests from the Public.

5.

Consideration/Approval of the Agenda.

6.

BUSINESS UPDATE: Retention, Expansion and Recruitment Monthly Report.
NEW BUSINESS

7.

CONSIDERATION/ACTION to approve and authorize the President to execute a tenyear environmental insurance policy contract with Sirius Group through ARMR Network
for a 35.038-acre tract owned by the Webster Economic Development Corporation within
Flyway.

8.

CONSIDERATION/ACTION to approve and authorize the President to execute a
contract with IDS Engineering Group for engineering and surveying services for the
extension of Myrtle Avenue within Flyway.

9.

CONSIDERATION/ACTION to approve and authorize the President to execute an
Agreement for Special Counsel Services with Tepper Law, PLLC, for Flyway, a Webster
Economic Development Corporation Project.

10. Minutes.
11. Excused Absences.

City of Webster Economic Development Corporation
March 01, 2021
12. Board Member Agenda Requests.
13. Executive Director Report.


Calendar of Events

14. Adjournment.
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Webster Economic Development Corporation
March 1, 2021

Agenda Item: Business Update

•

The Cookshack, opening summer 2021 at 160 West Bay Area Boulevard (Bay Area
Square)

•

Dimassi’s Mediterranean Buffet, located at 19443 Gulf Freeway (Baybrook Passage)

•

Eggcellence Café & Bakery, located at 20971 Gulf Freeway (Webster Town Center)

•

Family Dollar, located at 915 East NASA Parkway (Village Real)

•

Goldfish Swim School, opening late 2021at 20251 Gulf Freeway

•

Texas Huddle Grille & Sports Bar, located at 803 East NASA Parkway, (Challenger
Plaza)

•

Texas Pit Stop BBQ, opening April 2021 at 20794 Gulf Freeway (Clear Lake Center)

•

Scoop Craft Creamery, located at 937 West Bay Area Boulevard (Baybrook
Gateway)

•

USA Ninja Challenge, opening spring 2021 at 309 Ibis Street (NASA Bypass Business
Park)

Also, attached, please see article from February 12, 2021 edition of the Houston
Chronicle regarding Nanorack’s Bishop Airlock: “Webster Company’s Airlock is ready
for Space Work.”

FUNDING SOURCE:
EXPENDITURE:
AMT. BUDGETED: ___________________
FINANCE DEPT. APPROVAL: _________________
PRIORITY/CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM:
YES
NO √
PREPARED BY: Katy Hicks, Economic Development Specialist
APPROVAL BY ASSISTANT CITY MANAGER: ___________________
APPROVAL BY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
Attachment: Business Report

_________
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The Cookshack is coming to Webster! Opening this summer at 160 West Bay Area Boulevard, inside Bay Area
Square, The Cookshack will bring its tasty, popular, and wildly successful hot chicken and ribs concept to the
area.   The Webster location will be the third of its kind, with one in Fort Worth and one in Houston.
The exciting new eatery will occupy 3,400 square feet of the shopping center end cap (located on the northwest
corner of Bay Area Boulevard and Highway 3) and includes an inviting outdoor patio for dining al fresco.
Menu items, like chicken tenders, chicken and waffles, apple-wood smoked ribs, hot chicken tacos, mac n cheese,
Texas Caviar, cole slaw, french fries, and an array of salads, all work together to bring Webster a piece of the “hot
chicken” concept that is taking the nation by storm!

Guests have the option of
five different levels of heat to
adorn their chicken and ribs!

Item 6.

Dimassi’s Mediterranean Buffet opened December 11, 2020, inside Baybrook Passage at 19443 Gulf Freeway, the former Cafe Express.    Webster features the 20th location for the growing casual concept that
touts restaurants in Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth, San Antonio, Austin, Allen, and McAllen.
Family-owned and operated since 1992, Dimassi’s provides authentic, delicious, and healthy Halal and
Mediterranean food.   The buffet-style restaurant offers a variety of appetizers, soups, salads, dips, rice,
vegetables, meats, and desserts. The delicious cuisine can be enjoyed in the large, gorgeous dining room
or on the inviting outdoor patio.
Dimassi’s is open daily for lunch and dinner and offers an array of to-go options and large group catering.
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Inviting decor and
delicious cuisine awaits
guests at Dimassi’s
Mediterranean Buffet

An expansive outdoor patio is the perfect setting to
dine while enjoying great
weather and fresh air!

Item 6.

The legend in Mediterranean food
opened December 11, 2020 inside Baybrook Passage at 19443 Gulf Freeway.

Dimassi’s interior layout utilizes the extensive
6,143 square foot space to provide a perfect
Mediterranean dining experience!

Item 6.

Item 6.

Eggcellence Cafe & Bakery opened February 1, at 20971Gulf Freeway, the former Steak ‘n Shake, inside
Webster Town Center.   The Webster location is the 8th location since the company’s founding in 2019 and
represents a $350,000 exterior renovation and interior build-out investment. Owner Muhammad Hanif
plans to open five more locations in 2021.   
The 3,000 square foot cafe & bakery employs a full-time staff of 20 and is open from 7:00am to 3:00pm
during the week and 7:00am to 4:00pm on the weekends for dine-in, to-go, and drive-thru.
A large, extensive menu enhances the cafe and bakery.   Guests can choose among a variety of breakfast
items such as waffles, French toast, pancakes, biscuits & gravy, omelets, breakfast sandwiches, yogurt, oatmeal,
eggs benedict, chicken fried chicken & gravy, huevos rancheros, and crepes.   The vast lunch menu offers
sandwiches, soups, salads, paninis, burgers, and specialty entrees like chicken or lamb kabobs, fettuccine
alfredo, stuffed chicken breast, salmon, grilled tilapia, pesto pasta, and a full fried chicken.   As a complement
to the delicious food, Eggcellence offers an array of beverages from fresh squeezed juices and milkshakes to
sodas and an espresso bar.
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The inviting decor and
delicious cuisine will
have guests returning
again and again!

Stop in for a cappuccino,
macchiato, latte,
mocha, and more at
the Espresso Bar!

Item 6.

On Tuesday, February 2, Eggcellence Cafe & Bakery catered breakfast
to City Hall staff. General Manager Manny Alvarez, right, and Head Chef Alberto, left, brought a delicious variety of pancakes, waffles, eggs, sausage,
bacon, fruit, muffins, and cookies to introduce and treat the City staff to the
wonderful cuisine Eggcellence has to offer.

Item 6.

Item 6.

Family Dollar opened on Friday, January 15, at 915 East NASA Parkway, inside Village Real. The 9,007 square foot
Webster location added to the almost 8,000 stores nationwide for this retail giant.   Texas holds 13% of the total
locations with 1,068 location. Family Dollar, which was founded in 1959 and acquired by Dollar Tree in 2015, is a
publicly traded Fortune 500 company.
Family Dollar is truly a one-stop shop. The expansive 40 aisles are stocked with inventory, such as food, cleaning
supplies, clothes, home decor, seasonal items, gifts, party supplies, pet supplies, personal care products, electronics, office & school supplies, baby items, and much more. The savings stack up with the average price tag being
less than $15.
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Family Dollar has stocked shelves ready for Valentine’s Day and
every day! Seasonal items, food, clothes, household items, gift
cards, and more fill the shelves on over 40 fantastic aisles!

Item 6.

Item 6.

Webster’s Urban Air Adventure Park’s Co-owners Kevin Coffman and Ryan Moon have partnered in another
exciting franchise, Goldfish Swim School.   This phenomenal indoor swim school will open in the remaining
10,000 square feet at 20251 Gulf Freeway alongside D-BAT and Urban Air Adventure Park. Coffman and
Moon have signed a 2-unit franchise agreement with Goldfish Swim School that includes the Webster location, which will open in the second half of 2021.
Goldfish Swim School originated in Birmingham, Michigan in 2006 and now has over 110 locations across
30 states.   With locations already in Carrollton, Katy, West Houston, and Sugarland, the Webster venue will
represent the fifth location in Texas.
Goldfish Swim School offers a variety of programs, such as swim lessons for children four months to 12 years
old, family swim, parties and special events, a competition team called “Swim Force,” and signature multi-day
clinics, such as “Jump Start and Technique.”
Due to the significant build-out, Goldfish Swim School constitutes a multi-million dollar investment in the
City of Webster.
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Texas Huddle Grille & Sports Bar opened on January 18, at
803 East NASA Parkway, inside Challenger Plaza.   The family-friendly restaurant and bar strives to be the hangout for
guests of all ages with its full bar, extraordinary menu, arcade
games, and TVs that span the entire establishment.
Owners Dallas Lott and Jonathan Willbanks bring years of
restaurant and bar experience into their new venture, Texas
Huddle.   The sports-themed bar and grill is open 7-days a
week, closing at midnight during the week and 2am on the
weekends.
Every detail has been accounted for, such as the inviting interior and patio furniture, unique menu items, vast selection
of over 40 beers on tap, and the intricate custom-built bar
top.   Texas Huddle is sure to have something for everyone!
The extensive menu consists of unique items like Texas Tornados—five amazing swirls of mozzarella
cheese, ham, pepperoni, Italian sausage, and grated parmesan cheese rolled up in fresh pizza dough and
baked to perfection; Tater Barrels—oversized tater-tots stuffed with cheddar cheese, bits of bacon, and
chives served with a homemade dressing of choice; hot wings and chicken tenders made with any of the
14 signature sauces; delectable burgers—Pizzaburger, Huddle Up Burger, PB&J Bacon Cheeseburger, and
Tejas Chorizo Burger—to name a few; and an array of homemade pizzas. Guests will need to return again
and again to try out all the fascinating cuisine this exciting new restaurant and sports bar serves up!
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The expansive, custom-made bar inside Texas Huddle is the
perfect place to relax with one of over 40 different beers on tap
and enjoy a game on the magnificent TVs!

Item 6.

Texas Huddle’s inviting exterior and spacious indoor seating area,
inside this 8,094 square-foot venue, make the perfect place to
watch the game or bring your team after the game!

Item 6.

Item 6.

Texas Pit Stop BBQ will join the ranks
of Webster’s hot new restaurants! The
championship barbecue heavyweight
plans to open the 6,120 square foot
restaurant in April at 20794 Gulf Freeway, the former Pappas BBQ, inside
Clear Lake Center.
Owner Arnold Garza began as the
Head Cook of the award-winning cookArnold and
off team, Los Vaqueros. The family, inFrances Garza
cluding Arnold’s wife Frances and their
two daughters, now run two restaurant locations, one in Galveston and one in La Marque, with the third
coming to Webster.
Texas Pit Stop BBQ provides mouth-watering barbecue consisting of chopped and sliced brisket, sausage,
pork ribs, pulled pork, turkey, and whole chicken, accompanied by delicious sides like mac & cheese, Cajun
potato salad, mashed potatoes, twice baked potatoes, baked beans, vaquero beans, and more. The barbecue
is sold as plates or by the pound, and the sides can be served as single, 1/2 pint, full pint, quart, and by the
gallon.
In addition to the fantastic barbecue, a variety of delicious cuisine is offered that includes jalapeño poppers,
fried boudin balls, chicharrones, fried pickles, baked potatoes, fish plates, Pit Stop Monster burger, salads,
and more. To round off the meal, customers can finish with desserts, such as bread pudding, banana pudding,
pecan pie, and peach cobbler.

Item 6.

Registered dietitian and gourmet confectioner Camille Haynes and master dessert
artist and chef Julian Haynes open Scoop
Craft Creamery inside Baybrook Gateway!

Scoop Craft Creamery opened on February 14 at 937 West Bay Area Boulevard, inside Baybrook Gateway. Owners Camille and Julian Haynes invested $200,000 into the build-out of the 1,200 square foot
gourmet ice cream shop.   Webster is the first location for the privately-owned business, that plans to
open more in the future.
Scoop Craft Creamery has a constantly evolving menu that features 12 deliciously unique varieties that
include gluten free and vegan options. Some flavors currently offered include Peanut Butter & Jelly,   Cookie Monster, Lemon Poppyseed Muffin, and Mango Sorbet.
In addition to the standard one scoop and two scoop ice cream options, the Haynes offer some unique
menu items, such as Ice Cream Nachos—two scoops of ice cream on a bed of Waffle Cone Chips; Donut Ice Cream Sandwiches—one scoop of any flavor ice cream in between two donut slices; Cereal Ice
Cream Bars—rotating flavor combinations of cereal and ice cream; and Ice Cream Flights—any four
flavors of ice cream served in small bowls.
The exciting new creamery is open seven days a week from 11am-9pm!

Item 6.
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Item 6.

Menu items include milkshakes, single and double scoop cones,
Ice Cream Nachos, Donut Ice Cream Sandwiches , Cereal Ice
Cream Bars , and Ice Cream Flights . Gourmet flavor options , in cluding vega n a nd gluten free , will a lternate on t he menu. Hurr y
a nd get your favorite before it ’s gone !

Item 6.

Item 6.

Webster is getting its first ninja warrior course training facility! USA Ninja Challenge has leased 3,402 square
feet at 309 Ibis Street, Suite B, inside the NASA Bypass Business Park.   The franchise, owned by Ashlynn Holley,
will locate next to Prognost’s 8,000 square foot headquarters.
USA Ninja Challenge’s obstacle course program is for children ages 4-17 and designed to meet the requirements
of a full physical fitness regimen for today’s youth.
The national company has franchises located across nine states including Colorado, Connecticut, Massachusetts,
North Carolina, New Hampshire, Ohio, Utah, Virginia, and Texas.   The Webster location will be the second in
Texas, as the first is in Katy.
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Nanoracks' airlock is open for business
on the International Space Station
By Andrea Leinfelder | Feb. 11, 2021 | Section A, Page 3

The Bishop Airlock is officially open for business.
It was a design on paper five years ago. An empty shell in need
of electronics in 2019. Then tucked inside the trunk of a SpaceX
Dragon capsule and launched toward the International Space
Station on Dec. 6.
Another two months of waiting, testing and checking for leaks.
Then, finally, the team completed all its tasks and celebrated the
airlock’s commissioning Thursday morning.
The launch: Airlock aloft as NASA uses Nanoracks technology
for the Space Station
“We did it, finally,” said Brock Howe, the airlock’s project
manager at Nanoracks. “Now we get into full-fledged operations.”
The Bishop Airlock — designed, owned and operated by
Webster-based Nanoracks — is the International Space Station’s
first commercial airlock. In fact, it is the station’s first permanent,
complex element to be owned and operated by a commercial
company.
The dome-shaped Bishop Airlock has a circular opening that
is attached to the space station. When attached, the airlock is
pressurized and astronauts can fill it with satellites (ranging from
the size of a loaf of bread to a refrigerator) to be deployed. They
can also secure projects and experiments to the airlock to give
them exposure to the vacuum and radiation of space.
Once astronauts leave the Nanoracks device, air is sucked out
and the space station’s robotic arm disconnects the airlock from
the station. The arm positions the airlock away from the station to
deploy satellites, or the airlock can be attached to a different part
of the station’s exterior to expose those strapped-in experiments
Brock Howe, Nanoracks airlock project manager observes inside the
Nanoracks Bishop Airlock module on Wednesday, Aug. 14, 2019, in Webster.
to space for prolonged periods.
On Monday, Kate Rubins became the first astronaut to float
inside. She helped with final installation, and Howe said she spoke fondly of the airlock. She mentioned that it was clean
and well-made.
“All the folks who put their hands on building the airlock, that really meant a lot to all of them,” Howe said, “to get
recognition from somebody who was actually working with it.”
Hardware to be placed inside the airlock is still being built and launched into space. Howe expects it will be opened for
the first time this summer, likely to dump space station trash that will burn up in Earth’s atmosphere.
Howe, who has been working on the project since its beginning, said he will continue monitoring the airlock for another
year.
“I’ll watch her for a good full year,” Howe said. “She’s kind of born now, if you will. I’ll let her get through her first year.”
The journey to Florida for liftoff: How do you ship a brand-new airlock destined for the Space Station? Very carefully.
Then he expects to transition to the next big item on Nanoracks’ checklist: commercial space stations.
Today, the company is attaching an airlock to the government-run International Space Station. Tomorrow, it wants to
repurpose the upper stages of rockets discarded in space to create free-flying, privately owned stations.

Item 6.

The Bishop Airlock, designed, owned and operated by Webster-based Nanoracks, is shown attached to the International Space Station.
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Webster Economic Development Corporation

DATE: March 1, 2021
AGENDA ITEM:
CONSIDERATION/ACTION to approve and authorize the President to execute a ten-year
environmental insurance policy contract with Sirius Group through ARMR Network for a
35.038-acre tract owned by the Webster Economic Development Corporation within Flyway.
PURPOSE STATEMENT: In accordance with the Economic Development Agreement executed
by the Webster Economic Development Corporation, City Council, and GWR LLC, on March 17,
2020, the Webster Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) is obligated to purchase an
environmental insurance policy, which names GWR LLC, the Developer, as an additional
insured.1
SUMMARY/BACKGROUND: As part of WEDC’s plan to acquire the 35.038-acre tract to
accommodate a qualified hotel and convention center project and in accordance with the Economic
Development Agreement executed by the WEDC, City, and GWR, LLC on March 17, 2020,
WEDC is responsible for purchasing an environmental insurance policy that meets the parameters
set forth in the Agreement.2
The Sirius Group proposal for an environmental insurance policy that provides ten years of
coverage with a policy limit of $5,000,000 meets the approval of attorneys representing both
WEDC and the Developer.
The one-time cost for the ten-year environmental insurance policy issued by Sirius Group through
ARMR Network is $161,534.13.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends approval of the ten-year environmental
insurance policy contract with a $5M policy limit with Sirius Group through ARMR Network in
the amount of $161,534.13.

The Economic Development Agreement among WEDC, City Council, and GWR LLC (Developer), executed during
a joint meeting of WEDC and City Council on March 17, 2020, contains Section 5: Certain Obligations of the City
Parties. Further, Item (3) stipulates parameters for “Environmental Insurance,” whereby “WEDC will purchase an
environmental insurance policy with respect to the Real Property, which will name the Developer as an additional
insured” (pp.18-19).
2
The Webster Economic Development Corporation closed on the purchase of the 35.038-acre tract on November 16,
2020.
1

Item 7.

EXPENDITURE: $161,534.13 ________________________ FUNDING SOURCE: 050-82700-00-3795
AMT. BUDGETED: N/A ____________________________ FINANCE DEPT. REVIEW: YES
PRIORITY/CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM:

NO

PREPARED BY: Dr. Betsy Giusto, Economic Development Director
APPROVAL BY ASSISTANT CITY MANAGER: ___________________
APPROVAL BY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: ________________________
ATTACHMENTS:
 Sirius Group Proposal
 Excerpt from Economic Development Agreement, executed March 17, 2020

2

PROPOSAL FOR:

Item 7.

City of Webster

Presented to:

ARMR Network

01/26/2021

Sirius. Answers shaped to fit.

Item 7.

This insurance contract is with an insurer not licensed to transact insurance in this state and is issued and
delivered as surplus line coverage under the Texas insurance statutes. The Texas Department of
Insurance does not audit the finances or review the solvency of the surplus lines insurer providing this
coverage, and the insurer is not a member of the property and casualty insurance guaranty association
created under Chapter 462, Insurance Code. Chapter 225, Insurance Code requires payment of a 4.85
percent tax on gross premium.

Quote Version 1
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POLICYHOLDER DISCLOSURE NOTICE
OF TERRORISM INSURANCE COVERAGE
You are hereby notified that under the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, as amended, you have a right to
purchase insurance coverage for losses resulting from acts of terrorism, as defined in Section 102(1) of the
Act. The term “act of terrorism” means any act or acts that are certified by the Secretary of the Treasury—
in consultation with the Secretary of Homeland Security, and the Attorney General of the United States—to
be an act of terrorism; to be a violent act or an act that is dangerous to human life, property, or infrastructure;
to have resulted in damage within the United States, or outside the United States in the case of certain air
carriers or vessels or the premises of a United States mission; and to have been committed by an individual
or individuals as part of an effort to coerce the civilian population of the United States or to influence the
policy or affect the conduct of the United States Government by coercion.
YOU SHOULD KNOW THAT WHERE COVERAGE IS PROVIDED BY THIS POLICY FOR LOSSES
RESULTING FROM CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM, SUCH LOSSES MAY BE PARTIALLY
REIMBURSED BY THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT UNDER A FORMULA ESTABLISHED BY
FEDERAL LAW. HOWEVER, YOUR POLICY MAY CONTAIN OTHER EXCLUSIONS, WHICH MIGHT
AFFECT COVERAGE, SUCH AS AN EXCLUSION FOR NUCLEAR EVENTS OR COVERAGES YOU
REJECTED IN THE UNDERLYING INSURANCE. UNDER THE FORMULA, THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT GENERALLY REIMBURSES A SPECIFIC PERCENTAGE [82% BEGINNING ON
JANUARY 1, 2018; 81% BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1, 2019 AND 80% BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1,
2020] OF COVERED TERRORISM LOSSES EXCEEDING THE STATUTORILY ESTABLISHED
DEDUCTIBLE PAID BY THE INSURANCE COMPANY PROVIDING THE COVERAGE. THE PREMIUM
CHARGED FOR THIS COVERAGE IS PROVIDED AS A LINE ITEM IN YOUR QUOTE AND DOES NOT
INCLUDE ANY CHARGES FOR THE PORTION OF LOSS THAT MAY BE COVERED BY THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT UNDER THE ACT.
YOU SHOULD ALSO KNOW THAT THE TERRORISM RISK INSURANCE ACT, AS AMENDED,
CONTAINS A $100 BILLION CAP THAT LIMITS U.S. GOVERNMENT REIMBURSEMENT AS WELL AS
INSURERS’ LIABILITY FOR LOSSES RESULTING FROM CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM WHEN
THE AMOUNT OF SUCH LOSSES IN ANY ONE CALENDAR YEAR EXCEEDS $100 BILLION. IF THE
AGGREGATE INSURED LOSSES FOR ALL INSURERS EXCEED $100 BILLION, COVERAGE MAY BE
REDUCED.

Quote Version 1
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Date:
To:

01/26/2021
Brad Maurer
ARMR Network
7780 Elmwood Avenue, Suite 130
Middleton, WI 53562

Named Insured:
Customer Number:
Address:

POLICY FORM:
COMPANY:

From:

Andrew Linton
Vice President
801 Cassatt Road, Suite #10
Berwyn, PA 19312

City of Webster
0000007907
101 Pennsylvania Avenue
Webster, TX 77598

POLLUTION LEGAL LIABILITY PLUS – PLLP 01 01 Ed. (09 17)
SIRIUS SPECIALTY INSURANCE CORPORATION

THE FOLLOWING COVERAGES ARE OFFERED ONLY IF LIMITS OF LIABILITY ARE INDICATED FOR
SUCH COVERAGE IN THE OPTION(S) SHOWN BELOW:
Option #1:
Policy Period:

10 years (5 years new conditions)

Premium:

$115,523

Additional Premium for Certified Acts of Terrorism:

$1,155

State Tax, Surplus Lines Tax and Filings (if any):

Broker Responsibility

COVERAGE
SECTION
A. CLEAN UP COSTS
B. THIRD PARTY CLAIMS FOR
BI AND PD
C. EMERGENCY EXPENSES
DISASTER MANAGEMENT
COSTS
DISINFECTION COSTS
EMERGENCY REMEDIATION
COSTS
EVACUATION COSTS
D. DIMINUTION IN VALUE
E. BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
F. NON-OWNED DISPOSAL
SITE
G. TRANSPORTATION
H. MORTGAGE PROTECTION
I. JOB SITE

Quote Version 1

EACH INCIDENT
LIMIT OF LIABILITY
$2,000,000
$2,000,000

COVERAGE
SECTION
AGGREGATE LIMIT
OF LIABILITY
$2,000,000
$2,000,000

SELF-INSURED
RETENTION OR
DEDUCTIBLE
PERIOD
$50,000
$50,000

$250,000

$250,000

$50,000

$25,000
$2,000,000

$25,000
$2,000,000

$25,000
$50,000

$250,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000

$250,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000

$50,000
$50,000
THREE (3) DAYS
$50,000

$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$0

$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$0

$50,000
$50,000
$0

Page 3 of 28
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POLICY AGGREGATE LIMIT OF LIABILITY: $2,000,000
PERCENTAGE OF LIMIT FOR SUPPLEMENTAL LEGAL COSTS - ADDITIONAL LIMITS: 50%
CONTRACTING SERVICES: Not applicable.
RETROACTIVE DATE (Claims Made Coverages ONLY): Not applicable.
REVERSE RETROACTIVE DATE: Not applicable.
MINIMUM EARNED PREMIUM: 25%

Quote Version 1
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Option #2:
Policy Period:

10 years (5 years new conditions)

Premium:

$151,809

Additional Premium for Certified Acts of Terrorism:

$1,518

State Tax, Surplus Lines Tax and Filings (if any):

Broker Responsibility

COVERAGE
SECTION
A. CLEAN UP COSTS
B. THIRD PARTY CLAIMS
FOR BI AND PD
C. EMERGENCY EXPENSES
DISASTER MANAGEMENT
COSTS
DISINFECTION COSTS
EMERGENCY
REMEDIATION COSTS
EVACUATION COSTS
D. DIMINUTION IN VALUE
E. BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
F. NON-OWNED DISPOSAL
SITE
G. TRANSPORTATION
H. MORTGAGE PROTECTION
I. JOB SITE

EACH INCIDENT
LIMIT OF LIABILITY
$5,000,000
$5,000,000

COVERAGE
SECTION
AGGREGATE LIMIT
OF LIABILITY
$5,000,000
$5,000,000

SELF-INSURED
RETENTION OR
DEDUCTIBLE
PERIOD
$50,000
$50,000

$250,000

$250,000

$50,000

$25,000
$5,000,000

$25,000
$5,000,000

$25,000
$50,000

$250,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000

$250,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000

$50,000
$50,000
THREE (3) DAYS
$50,000

$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$0

$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$0

$50,000
$50,000
$0

POLICY AGGREGATE LIMIT OF LIABILITY: $5,000,000
PERCENTAGE OF LIMIT FOR SUPPLEMENTAL LEGAL COSTS - ADDITIONAL LIMITS: 50%
CONTRACTING SERVICES: Not applicable.
RETROACTIVE DATE (Claims Made Coverages ONLY): Not applicable.
REVERSE RETROACTIVE DATE: Not applicable.
MINIMUM EARNED PREMIUM: 25%
COVERED LOCATIONS:
1. See Endorsement PLLP 01 01 00 02 (10 17)
COMMISSION: 17.50%

Quote Version 1
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SUBJECTIVITIES:
The following information must be received, reviewed and approved by underwriting prior to the
following dates:
Subjectivity
Signed Application
Signed Surplus Lines Filing Form
Signed/dated Terrorism Disclosure Notice
Please provide:
•
Water intrusion management plans
•
Mold/legionella management plans and SOPs
•
Information on treatment for water park

Quote Version 1

Needed By
Prior to Binding Coverage
Prior to Binding Coverage
Prior to Binding Coverage
Prior to Binding Coverage
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CONDITIONS:
Quote Expiration Date: 3/1/2021
The premium amount(s) stated above does not include any applicable surplus lines tax and fees. Surplus
lines taxes, fees, and filings are the sole responsibility of the broker.
Coverage for Certified Acts of Terrorism is included in your policy. The premium amount stated above
includes premium for Certified Acts of Terrorism.
Payment Terms: In order to bind coverage, we must receive your written instructions confirming
coverage(s) desired prior to releasing policy numbers. Premium is due thirty (30) days from the effective
date of the coverage.
In the event the Company agrees as a courtesy to bind coverage relying upon the INSURED’s application
completed for another insurance company, the INSURED and the Company agree that an endorsement
shall be added to such Policy at binding confirming that the INSURED understands and acknowledges that
the Company is relying on the truth and correctness of such statements and information contained within
that application, including any warranty statement, as if made to the Company on the same date.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Andrew Linton
Vice President
andrew.linton@siriusgroup.com
(215) 410-9087
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Sirius Environmental’s 24/7/365 Emergency Response Capabilities
The accidental release of chemicals, fuel, or other pollutants is an unfortunate reality. The logistical and
regulatory burdens that result can be complicated and may seem overwhelming. That is why Sirius Group’s
Environmental Division (Sirius Environmental) has partnered with Cura Emergency Services (Cura), an
expert in emergency spill services. When you purchase coverage through Sirius Environmental, you are
gaining access to Cura’s 24-hour spill response capabilities and expertise.
Cura is a one call, full-service program that provides emergency spill response management in all 50 states
and Canada. Their experienced Incident Managers will activate an approved contractor with pre-negotiated
rates to the spill site, coordinate the cleanup, handle all regulatory notifications and waste disposal, audit all
invoices, and complete all interim and final reporting for you.
Cura’s early intervention and a proactive management approach allow us to better protect your interests,
your dollars, keep you in compliance with the regulators, and assure you peace of mind during a critical
time.
Sirius Environmental Risk Management Services
Sirius Environmental appreciates the role that proactive risk management plays in the daily operations of
successful businesses. To that end, Sirius Environmental would like to help by providing our Insureds with
access to our network of nationally recognized vendors. Examples of the services that may be available to
our Insureds include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Working with the Insured to develop or update their management plans with regard to water
intrusion and mold.
Assisting the Insured to develop best management practices with regard to legionella.
Performance of various compliance audits to confirm that environmental best practices are being
implemented.
Collaboration with the Insured to develop or update their Spill Control and Countermeasure (SPCC)
plans.
Aiding the Insured to develop or update their asbestos or lead-based paint management plans.
Audits of the Insured’s third-party vendors (e.g. common carriers, non-owned disposal sites, etc.)
to confirm their compliance with environmental regulations.
Training of the Insured’s employees with regard to environmental compliance, regulatory trends,
best practices, etc.
Supporting the Insured to determine best practices in waste minimization and disposal.
Working with the Insured to determine best practices with regard to environmentally-related
contract language.
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POLICY FORMS AND ENDORSEMENT LISTING:
FORM TITLE
Declarations Page
Pollution Legal Liability Plus Policy
Conditions - Deletion - Choice of Law and Jurisdiction
and Venue
Declarations - Covered Locations - Schedule
Definitions - Additional Insured - Schedule
Exclusions - Disclosed Document Schedule
Exclusions - Indoor Contaminant Condition - Give Back
With Certificate of Occupancy
Exclusions - Material Change in Risk - Scheduled
Exceptions
Exclusions - Terrorism - Cap on Certified Acts - Includes
Coverage for Other Acts
Exclusions - Terrorism - Coverage for Biological Agents
Exclusions - Terrorism
Site Improvement Exclusion - Removal And Disposal
Costs - Completed Construction Giveback
Communicable Diseases/Biohazards Exclusion
Amendment
Self-Insured Retention – Indoor Contaminant Condition
Settlement Offers Amendment
Coverage C – Emergency Expenses – Emergency
Remediation Costs
Institutional And Engineering Controls Exclusion Specific
Coverage Section(s)

Quote Version 1

FORM NUMBER
PLLP DEC (09 17)
PLLP 01 01 (Ed. 09 17)
PLLP 01 01 07 02 (10 17)
PLLP 01 01 00 02 (10 17)
PLLP 01 01 08 02 (10 17)
PLLP 01 01 03 01 (10 17)
PLLP 01 01 03 02 (10 17)
PLLP 01 01 03 11 (10 17)
PLLP 01 01 03 33a (08 18)
PLLP 01 01 03 30a (08 18)
PLLP 01 01 03 34a (08 18)
PLLP 01 01 03 27e Ed. (04 19)
PLLP 01 01 03 51 Ed. (03 20)
PLLP 01 01 00 11e Ed. (03 19)
PLLP 01 01 06 05 Ed. (01 20)
PLLP 01 01 01 16 Ed. (01 20)
PLLP Manuscript
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Endorsement No. 1
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY.
PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
DELETION OF CONDITIONS I AND M - CHOICE OF LAW AND JURISDICTION AND VENUE

In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
Section VII. CONDITIONS, Item I. CHOICE OF LAW and Item M. JURISDICTION AND VENUE are deleted
in their entirety.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 2
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY.
PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
COVERED LOCATION SCHEDULE

In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
Item 6. of the Declarations is amended by the addition of the following COVERED LOCATION(S):
o
Metes and Bounds Description of a 35.038 Acres Tract in the J.S. Robert Wilson Survey, Abstract
Number 88 and the J.R. Williams Survey, Abstract Number 86 City of Webster, Harris County, Texas –
Prepared by IDS Engineering Group April 3, 2020 (3 pages and on file with the Company)

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 3
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY. PLEASE
READ IT CAREFULLY.
ADDITIONAL INSURED SCHEDULE

In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
The following are included as an ADDITIONAL INSURED:
o

Webster Economic Development Corporation, a Texas non-profit corporation

o

GWR Webster LLC, a Delaware limited liability company

o

Great Wolf Resorts, Inc., a Delaware corporation

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 4
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY. PLEASE
READ IT CAREFULLY.
DISCLOSED DOCUMENT SCHEDULE

In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
The following documents have been provided to the Company:
Special Warranty Deed, dated May 15, 2015, recorded in the Real Property Records of Harris County,
Texas at File Number 20150213848
Purchase and Sale Agreement, effective January 22, 2020, by and between WEDC and Medistar 528/NASA
1, LLC
Economic Development Agreement, effective March 17, 2020, by and among, the City, WEDC and the
Developer
Proposed – Ground Lease by and between WEDC or the City and the Developer.
Proposed – Convention Center Lease by and between WEDC or the City and the Developer.
Proposed – Special Warranty Deed conveying the COVERED LOCATION from Medistar 528/NASA 1, LLC
to WEDC.
Proposed – Deed Modification Agreement to be executed by Exxon Mobil Corporation, the Developer,
WEDC, and Medistar 528/NASA 1, LLC.
Proposed – Environmental Release to be executed by WEDC and Exxon Mobil Corporation.
Proposed – Development and Restrictions Agreement to be executed by WEDC and Medistar 528/NASA
1, LLC.
Phase I and Limited Phase II Environmental Site Assessment, Former Webster Tank Farm, Webster, Texas,
W.O. #014-510, dated July 20, 2001, prepared by Environmental Resources Management (ERM)
Environmental Desk Review, dated October 28, 2002, prepared by HBC Engineering, a division of Terracon
Phase II Environmental Site Assessment for the Former Webster Tank Farm, Webster, Texas, dated August
23, 2005, prepared by CRA
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, Former Webster Tank Farm, Webster, Texas, dated June 13,
2011, prepared by ARCADIS U.S., Inc.
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Site Investigation/Remedial Action Completion Report, OCP No. 03-4473, Former Webster Tank Farm,
Webster, Texas, dated July 11, 2011, prepared by ARCADIS U.S., Inc.
Letter re Potential Presence of Plugged and Abandoned Wells and Clear Creek Salinity, Former Webster
Tank Farm, Webster, Texas, dated July 22, 2011, from ARCADIS U.S., Inc. to Site Remediation Section,
Railroad Commission of Texas
Environmental Desk Review, dated July 29, 2011, prepared by Terracon Consultants, Inc.
No Further Action letter, Former Webster Tank Farm, from the Railroad Commission of Texas, dated
September 7, 2011
Wetlands Assessment Determination and Delineation, Report No: 10825N-WD, dated July 2019, prepared
by Berg Oliver Associates, Inc.
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment prepared by Berg Oliver Associates, Inc. concerning 29.2 acres,
dated July 2020.
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment prepared by Berg Oliver Associates, Inc. concerning 6.013 acres,
dated October 2020.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 5
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY. PLEASE
READ IT CAREFULLY.
INDOOR CONTAMINANT CONDITION EXCLUSION
GIVE BACK WITH CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
1. All references, either directly or indirectly, to INDOOR CONTAMINANT CONDITION found in SECTION
I. INSURING AGREEMENTS AND DEFENSE OBLIGATIONS are deleted in their entirety.
Furthermore, it is not the intent of this Policy to provide any coverage for any INDOOR CONTAMINANT
CONDITION.
2. Section III. EXCLUSIONS, is amended by the addition of the following:
Indoor Contaminant Condition
1. Any MOLD MATTER; or
2. any legionella.
3. This exclusion will not apply after such time as all construction activities at the COVERED LOCATION
have been completed. For purposes of this endorsement, construction will be deemed to be complete
when the INSURED has received a Certificate of Occupancy from the government entity or building
department with authority over such matters, and the structure has been put to its intended use.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 6
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY. PLEASE
READ IT CAREFULLY.
MATERIAL CHANGE IN RISK EXCLUSION – SCHEDULED EXCEPTIONS

In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
Section III. EXCLUSIONS, Item Q. Material Change in Risk, is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the
following:
Q. Material Change in Risk
Any change in the use of, or operations at, a COVERED LOCATION from the use or operations
disclosed in the application(s) for this Policy and any supplemental information furnished in connection
therewith, if that change:
1. materially increases a risk covered hereunder or the likelihood or severity of a POLLUTION
CONDITION, INDOOR CONTAMINANT CONDITION or CLAIM, or the discovery thereof; or
2. results in the imposition of more stringent remediation standards than those applicable to the
COVERED LOCATION as of the effective date of this Policy.
This exclusion only shall apply to the COVERED LOCATION associated with the change in use or
operations and shall not limit coverage for other COVERED LOCATIONS to which this Policy applies.
Furthermore, this exclusion shall not apply to the change in use or operations described below:
Development and operation of a hotel with at least 400 rooms, various retail establishments, restaurants
and entertainment space(s), a water park, a 10,000 square foot or larger convention center and other
improvements ancillary to such hotel and convention center, including, but not limited to, parking lot(s),
detention pond(s), and green space(s).

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 7
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY. PLEASE
READ IT CAREFULLY.
CAP ON CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM AND COVERAGE FOR OTHER ACTS OF TERRORISM

In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
I.

Subject to all of the terms and conditions of this Policy, coverage is afforded for the following:
Terrorism
Any CLEAN-UP COSTS, LOSS, EMERGENCY EXPENSES, DIMINUTION IN VALUE, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION LOSS, or any other coverages afforded under this Policy, or ANY INJURY OR
DAMAGE, arising, directly or indirectly, out of CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM or OTHER ACT OF
TERRORISM.

II. SECTION III. EXCLUSIONS, Item K., Hostile Acts, is amended by the addition of the following:
This exclusion does not apply to CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM or an OTHER ACT OF
TERRORISM.
III. You are hereby notified in accordance with the federal Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, as amended, that
a portion of your premium for this Policy, as identified in the Declarations, may be attributable to
coverage for CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM.
IV. The United States Government, Department of Treasury, will pay a share of terrorism losses insured
under the federal program. The United States Government generally reimburses 82% beginning
January 1, 2018, 81% beginning January 1, 2019 and 80% beginning January 1, 2020 of that portion of
the amount of such insured losses that exceeds the applicable insurer retention. However, if aggregate
insured losses attributed to terrorist acts certified under the federal Terrorism Risk Insurance Act exceed
$100 Billion in a Calendar Year, the Treasury shall not make any payment for any portion of the amount
of such losses that exceeds $100 Billion. If aggregate losses attributable to CERTIFIED ACTS OF
TERRORISM exceed $100 Billion in a Calendar Year and the Company has met its insurer deductible
under the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, the Company shall not be liable for the payment of any portion
of the amount of such losses that exceed $100 Billion, and in such case insured loses up to that amount
are subject to pro rata allocation in accordance with procedures established by the Secretary of the
Treasury.
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V. For purposes of this Endorsement:
ANY INJURY OR DAMAGE means any injury or damage covered under any coverage section to which
this endorsement applies and as may be defined in any applicable coverage section.
CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM means an act that is certified by the Secretary of the Treasury, in
consultation with the Secretary of Homeland Security, and the Attorney General of the United States,
to be an act of terrorism pursuant to the federal Terrorism Risk Insurance Act. The criteria contained in
the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act for “certified acts of terrorism” include the following:
a. The act resulted in insured “losses” in excess of $5 million in the aggregate, attributable to all types
of insurance subject to the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act; and
b. The act is a violent act or an act that is dangerous to human life, property or infrastructure that
resulted in damage within the United States, or outside the United States in the case of certain air
carriers or vessels or the premises of a United States mission and is committed by an individual or
individuals as part of an effort to coerce the civilian population of the United States or to influence
the policy or affect the conduct of the United States Government by coercion.
OTHER ACT OF TERRORISM means:
a. a violent act or an act that is dangerous to human life, property, or infrastructure that is committed
by an individual or individuals and that appears to be part of an effort to coerce a civilian population
or to influence the policy or affect the conduct of any government by coercion; and
b. the act is not a certified as a terrorist act pursuant to the federal Terrorism Risk Insurance Act.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
This Endorsement includes copyrighted material of the Insurance Services Office, Inc.
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Endorsement No. 8
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY. PLEASE
READ IT CAREFULLY.
TERRORISM – BIOLOGICAL AGENTS

In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
Solely with regard to any coverage afforded under this Policy pursuant to CERTIFIED ACTS OF
TERRORISM, or any OTHER ACT OF TERRORISM:
I.

SECTION VIII. DEFINITIONS, Item ZZ. POLLUTANTS, is amended by the addition of the following:
POLLUTANTS shall also include BIOLOGICAL TERRORISM AGENTS.

II. SECTION VIII. DEFINITIONS, is amended by the addition of the following:
BIOLOGICAL TERRORISM AGENTS means bacteria, viruses or other agents, as defined by the U.S.
Center for Disease Control, whether or not such matter is living, provided such matter was intentionally
discharged, dispersed or released by an entity other than an INSURED or its affiliate.
III. SECTION III. EXCLUSIONS, Item K., Hostile Acts, is amended by the addition of the following:
This exclusion does not apply to CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM or an OTHER ACT OF
TERRORISM.
IV. For purposes of this Endorsement:
CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM means an act that is certified by the Secretary of the Treasury,
consultation with the Secretary of Homeland Security and the Attorney General of the United States, to
be an act of terrorism pursuant to the federal Terrorism Risk Insurance Act. The criteria contained in
the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act for “certified acts of terrorism” include the following:
a. The act resulted in insured “losses” in excess of $5 million in the aggregate, attributable to all types
of insurance subject to the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act; and
b. The act is a violent act or an act that is dangerous to human life, property or infrastructure that
resulted in damage within the United States, or outside the United States in the case of certain air
carriers or vessels or the premises of a United States mission and is committed by an individual or
individuals as part of an effort to coerce the civilian population of the United States or to influence
the policy or affect the conduct of the United States Government by coercion.
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OTHER ACT OF TERRORISM means:
a. a violent act or an act that is dangerous to human life, property, or infrastructure that is committed
by an individual or individuals and that appears to be part of an effort to coerce a civilian population
or to influence the policy or affect the conduct of any government by coercion; and
b. the act is not a certified as a terrorist act pursuant to the federal Terrorism Risk Insurance Act.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.

This Endorsement includes copyrighted material of the Insurance Services Office, Inc.
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Endorsement No. 9
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY. PLEASE
READ IT CAREFULLY.
TERRORISM EXCLUSION

In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
I.

Solely for the purpose of clarity, SECTION III. EXCLUSIONS, Item K., Hostile Acts is intended to
encompass, and shall apply to ANY INJURY OR DAMAGE arising, directly or indirectly, out of
TERRORISM.

II. For purposes of this Endorsement:
ANY INJURY OR DAMAGE means any coverage afforded under this Policy, and includes but is not
limited to CLEAN-UP COSTS, LOSS, EMERGENCY EXPENSES, DIMINUTION IN VALUE and
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION LOSS as may be defined in any Coverage Section.
TERRORISM means a violent act or an act that is dangerous to human life, property, or infrastructure
that is committed by an individual or individuals and that appears to be part of an effort to coerce a
civilian population or to influence the policy or affect the conduct of any government by coercion.
TERRORISM includes any act that is certified as a terrorist act pursuant to the federal Terrorism Risk
Insurance Act.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
This Endorsement includes copyrighted material of the Insurance Services Office, Inc.
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Endorsement No. 10
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY.
PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
SITE IMPROVEMENT EXCLUSION - REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL COSTS - COMPLETED
CONSTRUCTION GIVEBACK
In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
I.

SECTION III. EXCLUSIONS, is amended by the addition of the following:
Site Improvement – Removal and Disposal Costs
Any costs for delineation, characterization, removal, handling, management, staging, transportation,
disposal, on-site treatment, or related permitting, resulting from:
Historic Fill
Building Materials including construction debris
Tanks of any kind
Soil or similar material
Dewatering
Gathering lines and related materials
related to or associated with a SITE IMPROVEMENT.

II. SECTION VIII. DEFINITIONS, is amended by the addition of the following:
SITE IMPROVEMENT means any man-made alteration, change or improvement to a COVERED
LOCATION, on or after the inception date of this Policy, including, but not limited to, construction,
excavation, ditching, dredging, drilling, demolition, dewatering, interior or exterior remodeling, or any
other action taken to develop or otherwise improve a COVERED LOCATION.
III. This endorsement will not apply after such time as all construction activities have been completed. For
purposes of this endorsement, construction will be deemed to be complete when the INSURED has
received a Certificate of Occupancy from the government entity or building department with authority
over such matters, and the structure has been put to its intended use.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 11
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY.
PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES/BIOHAZARDS EXCLUSION AMENDMENT
In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
SECTION III. EXCLUSIONS, E. Communicable Diseases/Biohazards is deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:
E. Communicable Diseases/Biohazards
Any exposure to or contact with any communicable disease, biohazard, other human or animal bodily
fluids, or actually or allegedly infected humans or animals.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 12
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY.
PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
SELF-INSURED RETENTION – INDOOR CONTAMINANT CONDITION
In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
Solely with regard to any coverage afforded under this Policy for an INDOOR CONTAMINANT
CONDITION, it is agreed that Item 3. of the Declarations is amended by the addition of the following:
INDOOR CONTAMINANT CONDITION Self-Insured Retention
$100,000

Self-Insured Retention

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 13
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY.
PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
SETTLEMENT OFFERS AMENDMENT
In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
SECTION VI. CLAIM AND NOTICE PROVISIONS, Item E. SETTLEMENT OFFERS is deleted in its
entirety and replaced with the following:
E. SETTLEMENT OFFERS
The INSURED must notify the Company of all settlement offers and the Company shall present all
settlement offers to the INSURED. If the Company recommends a settlement that is acceptable to the
claimant:
1. for an amount within the Self-Insured Retention Amount, and that does not impose any additional
unreasonable burdens on the INSURED, and an INSURED refuses such settlement, the
Company shall have no further obligation with respect to issues that could have been so settled;
or
2. for an amount that exceeds any applicable Self-Insured Retention, is within the Limits of Liability,
and does not impose any additional unreasonable and unusual burdens on the INSURED, and
the INSURED refuses to consent to such settlement offer, then, subject to SECTION V. LIMITS
OF LIABILITY AND SELF INSURED RETENTION, the Company’s remaining applicable Limit of
Liability shall be reduced to the amount for which the dispute could have been settled had the
Company’s recommendation been accepted, net of any applicable Self-Insured Retention, plus
fifty percent (50%) of such recommended settlement offer, in any event, not to exceed $250,000,
inclusive of LEGAL COSTS.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 14
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY.
PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
COVERAGE C – EMERGENCY EXPENSES – EMERGENCY REMEDIATION COSTS
In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
The INSURED and the Company agree to the following change(s):
I.

Solely with respect to EMERGENCY REMEDIATION COSTS, SECTION I. INSURING AGREEMENTS
AND DEFENSE OBLIGATIONS, C. COVERAGE C - EMERGENCY EXPENSES is deleted in its
entirety and replaced with the following:
C. COVERAGE C – EMERGENCY EXPENSES
The Company will indemnify the INSURED for EMERGENCY EXPENSES incurred by or on behalf
of the INSURED in response to an unexpected and unintended:
1. DISINFECTION EVENT requiring action at a COVERED LOCATION for which this Policy
provides coverage for new conditions under Coverage A; or
2. POLLUTION CONDITION or INDOOR CONTAMINANT CONDITION that poses an imminent
and substantial threat to human health or the environment, and where any delay on the part of
the INSURED that would result from seeking consent from the Company would cause physical
injury to persons, physical damage to the environment or to property, or such delay would
otherwise increase significantly the cost of remediating that POLLUTION CONDITION or
INDOOR CONTAMINANT CONDITION, and that has resulted in or is reasonably likely to result
in an obligation covered under this Policy under Coverage A., G. or I.
The EMERGENCY EXPENSES must:
i.

arise solely and directly from a POLLUTION CONDITION, INDOOR CONTAMINANT
CONDITION or DISINFECTION EVENT, that first commences during the POLICY PERIOD;

ii.

be incurred for remedial work actually performed within seventy-two (72) hours of the
commencement of such POLLUTION CONDITION, INDOOR CONTAMINANT CONDITION or
DISINFECTION EVENT; and

iii. be reported to the Company, in writing, within seven (7) days of the commencement of such
POLLUTION CONDITION, INDOOR CONTAMINANT CONDITION or DISINFECTION
EVENT.
II. SECTION VIII. DEFINITIONS, Z. EMERGENCY REMEDIATION COSTS is deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:
Z. EMERGENCY REMEDIATION COSTS means reasonable and necessary costs incurred for
remedial work actually performed by or on behalf of the INSURED on an emergency basis to
investigate, remove, dispose of, abate, contain, treat, or neutralize a POLLUTION CONDITION or
an INDOOR CONTAMINANT CONDITION, including any associated monitoring and testing costs.
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EMERGENCY REMEDIATION COSTS shall not include LEGAL COSTS, LOSS, DISASTER
MANAGEMENT COSTS, DISINFECTION COSTS or EVACUATION COSTS.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
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Endorsement No. 15
This endorsement, effective TBD, forms a part of Policy No: issued to City of Webster by Sirius Specialty
Insurance Corporation (The Company)
THIS ENDORSEMENT MODIFIES THE INSURANCE PROVIDED UNDER THIS POLICY.
PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
INSTITUTIONAL AND ENGINEERING CONTROLS EXCLUSION SPECIFIC COVERAGE SECTION(S)
In consideration of the following adjustment of premium: $ 0
Solely with regard to the Coverage Section(s) listed below, the INSURED and the Company agree to the
following change(s):
Section III. EXCLUSIONS, is amended by the addition of the following:
Institutional and Engineering Controls
Any consequence arising out of or resulting from the following to the extent such Institutional and/or
Engineering Control is required by APPLICABLE LAWS prior to completion of construction activities at
the COVERED LOCATION:
A. any INSURED’s failure to install, monitor, enforce or maintain any applicable legal and administrative
restrictions on the use of, or access to, a COVERED LOCATION which are intended to eliminate or
reduce the potential for exposure to POLLUTION CONDITIONS on, at, under, or migrating from or
through a COVERED LOCATION; or
B. any INSURED’s failure to install, monitor, enforce or maintain any applicable vapor barrier, vapor
mitigation system, or soil or engineering cap, in each case, required by APPLICABLE LAWS prior to
or during construction, on, at or under a COVERED LOCATION which are intended to eliminate or
reduce the potential for exposure to POLLUTION CONDITIONS on, at, under, or migrating from or
through a COVERED LOCATION; or
C. the continuing and necessary costs associated with installation, monitoring, maintaining or enforcing
the restrictions or modifications described in Items A. and B. above.
This exclusion shall not apply to any institutional or engineering control under items A., B. and C. above
where such institutional or engineering control is first required by APPLICABLE LAWS after such time as
all construction activities at the COVERED LOCATION have been completed. For purposes of this
endorsement, construction will be deemed to be complete when the INSURED has received a Certificate
of Occupancy from the government entity or building department with authority over such matters, and
the structure has been put to its intended use.
Coverage Section(s):
COVERAGE A – ON AND OFF-SITE CLEAN-UP COSTS
All other terms and conditions remain the same.
Quote Version 1
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Webster Economic Development Corporation

DATE: March 1, 2021
AGENDA ITEM:
CONSIDERATION/ACTION to approve and authorize the President to execute a contract
with IDS Engineering Group for engineering and surveying services for the extension of Myrtle
Avenue within Flyway.
PURPOSE STATEMENT: In accordance with the Economic Development Agreement executed
by the Webster Economic Development Corporation, City Council, and GWR LLC on March 17,
2020, the Webster Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) is responsible for funding the
construction of public infrastructure, as it relates to the qualified hotel and convention center
project.1 The extension of Myrtle Avenue within Flyway is an important artery that provides
utilities, as well as pavement and street lighting. Before construction can commence, engineering,
design, and surveying services, as delineated in the IDS Engineering Group contract, must be
performed.
SUMMARY/BACKGROUND: The WEDC is requested to approve a contract with IDS
Engineering Group for engineering, design, and surveying services for the extension of Myrtle
Avenue, which will enhance and extend Myrtle Avenue approximately 870 linear feet to the
northeast boundary of Flyway and, ultimately, result in the introduction of new paving, city
utilities, and street lighting. The IDS Engineering Group scope of services is a prerequisite to
infrastructure construction, which will be presented to WEDC after these activities have been
completed.
An overview of the scope of services is as follows:
I.
Survey and Subsurface Utility Engineering: topographic survey, right-of-way
resolution in concert with roadway alignment, control staking for proposed
improvements, identifying location and depth of existing force main within right of
way
II.
Design Services: construction plans for roadway that includes project layout, typical
roadway section, drainage map and drainage calculations, plan and profile drawings,
signing and striping, street lighting plans, storm water pollution prevention plan, and
standard details, as well as plan submittals, bid plans, and project manual
III.
Geotechnical Services: investigation and report for soil borings and construction
materials testing
IV.
Bid and Construction Phase Services: bid documents, construction contract
administration services, engineering support, and construction observation
The Economic Development Agreement, executed by the WEDC, City Council, and GWR LLC on March 17, 2020,
contains Section 5 (2) Construction of Public Infrastructure and Water Line: “WEDC will, at its cost, construct or
cause to be constructed the Public Infrastructure” (EDA, Section 5 (3), p. 18).
1
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IDS Engineering Group is an established firm that has extensive experience working inside Flyway
since the Destination Development Project’s inception.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends approval of the contract with IDS
Engineering Group for engineering and surveying services for the extension of Myrtle Avenue
within Flyway in the amount of $133,180.
______________________________________________________________________
EXPENDITURE: $133,180

FUNDING SOURCE: 050-82700-00-3795

AMT. BUDGETED: N/A ____________________ FINANCE DEPT. REVIEW: YES
PRIORITY/CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM:

NO

PREPARED BY: Dr. Betsy Giusto, Economic Development Director
APPROVAL BY ASSISTANT CITY MANAGER: _____________________
APPROVAL BY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: __________________________
ATTACHMENTS: Contract from IDS Engineering Group and Project Map

2
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February 8, 2021
Donna Rogers
President
Webster Economic Development Corporation
101 Pennsylvania Avenue
Webster, Texas 77598
Reference:

Proposal to Perform Professional Engineering and Surveying Services for
City of Webster Myrtle Avenue
Webster, Texas; IDS Job No. 0660-008-05

Dear President Rogers:
IDS Engineering Group (IDS) is pleased to present our proposal to perform professional services in
connection with the above referenced project. The project includes extension of Myrtle Avenue from
Rice Creek Lane to approximately 870 linear feet to the east. The roadway will consist of a 28-foot backto-back concrete pavement section with storm sewer. The plans will also include approximately 810
linear feet of 12” water line. Specifically, our services will include the following items:
SURVEY & SUBSURFACE UTIITY ENGINEERING (SUE)
1. Collect topographic survey and provide ROW resolution along the proposed roadway alignment.
2. Provide control staking for the proposed improvements.
3. Provide SUE to determine location and depth of existing Force Main that runs within the Myrtle
Avenue right-of-way.
DESIGN SERVICES
4. Prepare typical section and proposed schematic layout to review with the City prior to starting final
construction drawings.
5. Prepare construction plans for the development of the proposed roadway. Plans will be produced
on 22”x 34” plan sheets. Plan sheets will include the following:
- Cover Sheet
- Construction Notes
- Overall Project Layout
- Typical Roadway Section
- Drainage Area Map & Drainage Calculations
- Plan and profile drawings
- Signing and Striping
13430 Northwest Freeway, Suite 700, Houston, Texas 77040
TBPE F-2726 | TBPLS 10110700
t 713.462.3178
idseg.com

infrastructure design solutions

President Donna Rogers
Webster Economic Development Corporation
February 8, 2021
Page 2 of 4

-

Street Lighting Plans
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Standard Details

6. Plans will be submitted to City of Webster for review and approval. Submittals include 90% and
100% Construction Plans. An opinion of probable construction cost will be provided with both
submittals.
7. Prepare project manual including Bid Form, Specification Table of Contents, Special Specifications,
SWPPP and Summary of Work.
8. Attend up to four (4) in person meetings at City of Webster office, virtual meeting, or conference
calls as needed.
GEOTECHNICAL SERVICES (NINYO & MOORE)
9. Geotechnical Investigation and Report including 3 soil borings to a depth of 10 feet each.
10. Construction Materials Testing – IDS will coordinate construction materials testing services for the
proposed public infrastructure to ensure materials are placed in conformance to the plans and
specifications. The proposed subconsultant to perform these services is Ninyo & Moore.
BIDDING AND CONSTRUCTION PHASE SERVICES
11. Prepare bid documents using any contract or special provisions provided by the City of
Webster/County. Obtain public bids through a competitive bid process. Review bids, prepare bid
tabulation, and recommend award to the Webster Economic Development Corporation (the
“WEDC”). Prepare contract documents for execution. IDS will utilize CivCAST for bidding process.
12. Provide construction contract administration services including preconstruction meeting, review of
contractor pay estimates, preparation of change orders as applicable, coordination of agency
inspections, and communications between WEDC, City of Webster staff, and the contractor.
13. Provide engineering support during construction including review of RFIs and Submittals. Attend
two (2) site visits and provide report of field observations. Attend substantial completion walkthrough and provide punch list documentation. Attend final inspection to confirm punch list items
were addressed.
14. Provide the services of a construction observer for part-time on-site observation. Our estimated fee
is based upon an average of 3 hours per trip and 3 trips per week for 20-week construction activity
duration. The construction activity duration will be subject to fill material availability and contractor’s
schedule.

TBPE F-2726
TBPLS 10110700
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President Donna Rogers
Webster Economic Development Corporation
February 8, 2021
Page 3 of 4

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED
 Review of the contractor’s means and methods of construction or safety procedures, which
shall remain the sole responsibility of the contractor.
 Environmental services
 Traffic study
 Construction Staking. This will be included as a line item to be completed under the
construction contract.
COMPENSATION
We propose to provide the above-described services for the fees itemized below to be invoiced monthly
based on the percent of services complete.
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Items 4-8
Item 9
Item 10
Items 11-12
Item 13
Item 14

Topographic Survey
Control Staking
SUE for Existing Force Main
Design Services
Geotechnical Report
Construction Materials Testing
Bidding and Contract Administration
Engineering during Construction
Construction Observation
Reimbursable Expenses
Total

$ 3,500
$ 950
$ 7,200
$ 56,000
$ 5,830
$ 16,500
$ 7,500
$ 8,000
$ 25,200
$ 2,500
$ 133,180

Fee
Fee
Hourly
Fee
Fee
Hourly or Unit
Fee
Hourly
Hourly
Estimated
Estimated

Reimbursable expenses will be billed at cost. Reimbursable expenses include, but are not limited to,
reproduction, deliveries, out-of-town travel, agency review fees, application fees. Applicable sales tax
will be added to those fees subject to sales tax.
Attachment “A” Terms and Conditions and Attachment “B” – Conditions for Engineering Services on
Time & Materials Basis are hereby a part of the agreement.
These services will be invoiced monthly based on progress reported by us, subject to your verification.
Payment of our invoices is due in our office within thirty (30) days of invoice date.
We appreciate the opportunity to submit this proposal and look forward to working with you on this
project. Please countersign this proposal below to indicate agreement with its terms. Should you have
any questions, please do not hesitate to contact either of us.

TBPE F-2726
TBPLS 10110700
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President Donna Rogers
Webster Economic Development Corporation
February 8, 2021
Page 4 of 4

Respectfully submitted,

Carol D. Harrison, P.E., PMP, ENV SP
Senior Project Manager

Timothy E. Buscha, P.E., CFM
President

Accepted By:
By:

______________________________________

Name: ______________________________________
Title:

______________________________________

Date:

______________________________________
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IDS Engineering Group
Attachment “A” – Terms and Conditions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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AUTHORIZATION TO PROCEED
Signing this Agreement shall be construed as express
authorization by CLIENT for IDS to proceed with the work, unless
otherwise provided for in the Agreement.
USE OF DOCUMENTS
All documents produced by IDS under this Agreement shall be
considered “Instruments of Service” for which IDS retains the
copyright. Notwithstanding the foregoing, IDS grants to CLIENT a
nonexclusive license to reproduce such Instruments of Service for
the completion of the Project, provided that CLIENT complies with
all obligations, including prompt payment of all sums when due,
under this Agreement. Should CLIENT use any documents in
circumstances in which IDS is no longer involved in the Project,
the CLIENT shall defend and indemnify IDS on account of any such
use and any claims made arising out of any modifications or
changes to any such documents.
Unless specifically provided for in the Agreement, files in
electronic media will not be transmitted. Files in electronic media
format of text, data, graphics, or other types, if any, will be
furnished by IDS only for convenience of the receiving party. Any
conclusion or information obtained or derived from such
electronic files will be at the user’s sole risk. If there is a
discrepancy between the electronic files and the hard copies, the
hard copies govern.
STANDARD OF CARE
IDS shall use the care and skill ordinarily used by members of the
design profession practicing under similar conditions at the same
time and locality of the Project. Where construction phase
services are included, it is understood that the proposed services
specifically exclude any review of the Contractor’s means and
methods of construction and safety procedures. The means,
methods and safety procedures will remain the sole responsibility
of the Contractor and IDS shall have no liability or obligation with
respect thereto.
COST ESTIMATES
Any cost estimates provided by IDS will be on a basis of
experience and judgment, but since it has no control over market
conditions or bidding procedures, IDS cannot and does not
warrant that bids or ultimate construction costs will not vary from
these cost estimates.
PAYMENT TO IDS
Monthly invoices will be issued by IDS for all work performed
under the terms of this Agreement. Invoices are due and payable
in full on receipt. Interest at the rate of 1.5% per month will be
charged on all past-due amounts (45 days after invoice date),
unless not permitted by law, in which case, interest will be
charged at the highest amount permitted by law. No retainage
will be withheld from payment.
DIRECT EXPENSES
Certain expenses incurred by IDS in performing this assignment
will be billed to the CLIENT at direct cost. These include regulatory
fees, reproduction costs, travel expenses when traveling outside
IDS’s local office and adjacent counties, including meals, lodging,
use of automobile at the current IRS approved rate and airline
fares. Reimbursement for these EXPENSES shall be on the basis of
actual charges when furnished by commercial sources and on the
basis of usual commercial charges when furnished by IDS.
OUTSIDE SERVICES
When technical or professional services are furnished by an
outside source, when approved by CLIENT, an additional amount
shall be added to the cost of these services for IDS’s
administrative costs, as provided for in this Agreement.
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Services in addition to those specified in Scope will be provided by
IDS if authorized by CLIENT. Additional services will be paid by
CLIENT as provided for in this Agreement.
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SALES TAX
In accordance with the State Sales Tax Codes, certain professional
and surveying services are taxable. Applicable sales tax is not
included in the proposed fee. Sales tax at the applicable rate will
be indicated on invoice statements and shall become part of the
amount due and payable pursuant to the Agreement.
SUSPENSION/TERMINATION
When invoices are delinquent for more than forty-five (45) days,
CLIENT will be considered in breach of this Agreement and all
services may be suspended. IDS shall not be responsible for delays
in the Project caused by such suspension.
Either CLIENT or IDS may terminate this Agreement by giving 30
days written notice to the other party. In such event CLIENT shall
forthwith pay IDS in full for all work previously authorized and
performed prior to effective date of termination or receipt of such
notice, whichever is later. If no notice of termination is given,
relationships and obligations created by this Agreement shall be
terminated upon completion of all applicable requirements of this
Agreement.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
IDS’S LIABILITY TO THE CLIENT FOR ANY CAUSE OR
COMBINATION OF CAUSES IS IN THE AGGREGATE, LIMITED TO
AN AMOUNT NO GREATER THAN THE FEES EARNED UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT.
TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, NEITHER
COMPANY, NOR THE CONSULTANT, NOR THEIR SUB
CONSULTANTS, IF ANY, NOR THEIR RESPECTIVE AFFILIATES
SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL,
INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES
(EXTRAORDINARY DAMAGES), WHETHER OR NOT FORESEEABLE,
ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT,
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER LIABILITY IS BASED ON BREACH OF
CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT LIABILITY) OR ANY OTHER BASIS OF
LIABILITY.
MEDIATION
All claims, disputes, and other matters in question arising out of,
or relating to, this Agreement or the breach thereof may be
decided by mediation. Either CLIENT or IDS may initiate a request
for such mediation, but consent of the other party to such
procedure shall be mandatory. No mediation arising out of, or
relating to this Agreement may include, by consolidation, joinder,
or in any other manner, any additional party not a party to this
Agreement.
LITIGATION
This Agreement shall be construed under and in accordance with
the internal law, and not the law of conflicts, of the State of Texas.
In the event legal action is brought by CLIENT or IDS against the
other to enforce any of the obligations hereunder or arising out of
any dispute concerning the terms and conditions hereby created,
the losing party shall pay the prevailing party such reasonable
amounts for fees, costs and expenses as may be set by the court.
SURVEYING SERVICES
In accordance with the Professional Land Surveying Practices Act
of 1989, revised July 1999, CLIENT is informed that any complaints
about surveying services may be forwarded to the Texas Board of
Professional Land Surveying, 12100 Park 35 Circle, Building A,
Suite 156, Austin, Texas 78753, (512) 239-5263.
SEVERABILITY
In case any one or more of the provisions contained in this
Agreement shall be held illegal or invalid, the enforceability of the
remaining provisions contained herein shall not be impaired
thereby and the provision which is determined to be illegal or
invalid shall be replaced by a legal and valid provision which
reflects the expressed intent of the parties to the maximum
extent allowed by applicable law.

Revised July 2017
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IDS ENGINEERING GROUP
ENGINEERING AND SURVEYING SERVICES ON TIME AND MATERIALS BASIS
For and in consideration of the services to be rendered by the Engineer, the Owner, Client, or District, as applicable,
shall pay, and the Engineer shall receive the compensation on a time and materials basis hereinafter set forth.
Engineer will invoice Owner, Client, or District for services performed on a monthly basis.
Services performed on a time and materials basis would be based on the actual hourly billing rates for members of our
staff. The following is a list of typical hourly billing rates for various staff categories:
ENGINEERING SERVICES TYPICAL BILLING RATE SCHEDULE

Typical Hourly
Staff Category
Billing Rate
Principal ................................................................................................................................................... $260.00
Senior Project Manager .......................................................................................................................... $220.00
Project Manager ..................................................................................................................................... $180.00
Design Manager ...................................................................................................................................... $200.00
Project Engineer ...................................................................................................................................... $150.00
Design Engineer ....................................................................................................................................... $122.00
Senior Designer ....................................................................................................................................... $155.00
GIS Technician ......................................................................................................................................... $120.00
CADD Technician ..................................................................................................................................... $117.00
Construction Manager ............................................................................................................................. $150.00
Construction Observer ............................................................................................................................ $140.00
Administrative ........................................................................................................................................ $110.00
In addition, certain expenses incurred by us in performing this assignment will be billed to the Owner, Client, or
District at direct cost plus ten percent (10%). These include long distance telephone calls, reproduction costs, travel
expenses including meals, lodging, use of automobile at current IRS rate per mile and airline fares. Certain subcontract
services such as soil borings and tests will be billed to you at our direct cost plus ten percent (10%).
SURVEYING SERVICES BILLING RATE SCHEDULE

Hourly
Staff Category
Billing Rate
Survey Director (RPLS) ............................................................................................................................. $220.00
Survey Manager (RPLS) ............................................................................................................................ $180.00
Registered Surveyor (RPLS): .................................................................................................................... $140.00
Survey Coordinator .................................................................................................................................. $120.00
Survey Technician ...................................................................................................................................... $78.00
Administrative ......................................................................................................................................... $110.00
Survey Crew ............................................................................................................................................. $210.00
Survey Crew rates are inclusive of all normal material, equipment, and vehicle costs, and we bill "portal to portal".
Overtime rates, when required and approved by Owner, Client, or District, would be invoiced at 1.50 times the listed
rates. Expenses for hourly per diems, hotel expenses, substantial or special materials and/or services or expenses
required for specific projects, (e.g. delivery charges, reproduction costs, special property identification markers,
specialized vehicle and equipment rentals, subcontracted labor and equipment for clearing, charges by public and private
utilities for pipeline probing, subcontracted services by abstracting and/or title companies) will be billed at cost. Certain
Surveying Services are subject to State and Local Sales Taxes which will be included on the invoice, in addition to billing
rates and service charges.
Surveying services provided by IDS Engineering Group will comply with the rules and regulations of the Texas Board of
Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors. Any complaints, not satisfied by this firm, should be directed to: Texas Board of
Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors, 1917 S. Interstate 35, Austin, Texas 78741.
Revised August 5, 2020
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Webster Economic Development Corporation

DATE: March 1, 2021
AGENDA ITEM:
CONSIDERATION/ACTION to approve and authorize the President to execute an Agreement
for Special Counsel Services with Tepper Law, PLLC, for Flyway, a Webster Economic
Development Corporation Project.
PURPOSE STATEMENT: : In accordance with Texas Local Government Code, Chapter
502.051, the Webster Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) has due authority to enter
into a written agreement for legal services that are tied to business development. The WEDC
project, Flyway, requires legal counsel experienced in commercial real estate transactions and
development to prepare, negotiate, and facilitate a number of agreements and documents to
activate the masterplan.1
SUMMARY/BACKGROUND: Flyway (formerly known by its generic name, “Destination
Development”), a project created by the Webster Economic Development Corporation (WEDC)
in May 2011 to foster an iconic entertainment, retail, dining, hospitality, and tourism destination
within the City’s southeast quadrant amid 150 acres, has gained considerable traction with a brand,
programming, land plan, and infrastructure strategy that will lead, ultimately, to the region’s most
distinctive, exciting, and important development with first-in-class end-users, boardwalk, event
lawn, open space, roadway network, and much more. As activation of the masterplan accelerates,
the complexities of the entire project follow suit, especially as there are two landowners. A proven
commercial real estate and business development and transactions attorney who understands the
intricacies of the project and works seamlessly with the WEDC’s Development Consultant and
WEDC in preparing, negotiating, and facilitating a number of agreements and documents is
essential.
A sampling of some agreements and transactions that will be required on the WEDC’s behalf
during the current fiscal year include the following:
 Development Agreement between the WEDC and Medistar for Phase II Stantec services
 Development Proforma
 Master Development Agreement between the WEDC and Medistar for infrastructure, site
development, and all aspects of activating the masterplan
 Real Estate Transactional Agreements for the WEDC building sites
 Development documents and real estate matters pertaining to shared-use parking, open
For more than a decade, Adam Tepper’s practice has included all aspects of real estate transactions and development,
as he has represented owners, developers, landlords, and tenants in all areas of commercial real estate acquisition,
financing, development, leasing, and sale. Additionally, Tepper has extensive experience in the acquisition,
disposition, capitalization, and financing of assets and businesses and serves as counsel on a wide range of commercial
transactions, contract negotiations, business formation, and reorganization matters.
1
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spaces, exclusivity, restrictions, maintenance, and more.
Oversight of legal descriptions, transactions, and documents for recording deeds, rights of
way, easements, plats, and development matters among many parties.

While great progress has ensued for Flyway, much work remains to be done to develop the
masterplan and deliver build-ready sites amid a sustainable, vibrant, unique legacy project.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends approval of the Agreement for Special
Counsel Services with Tepper Law, PLLC, for Flyway.
______________________________________________________________________________
EXPENDITURE: $80,000 estimated

FUNDING SOURCE: 050-82700-00-3030

AMT. BUDGETED: $200,000 ___________________

FINANCE DEPT. REVIEW: YES

PRIORITY/CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM: NO
_____________________________________________________________________________________

PREPARED BY: Dr. Betsy Giusto, Economic Development Director
APPROVAL BY ASSISTANT CITY MANAGER: ___________________
APPROVAL BY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: ________________________
ATTACHMENT: Agreement for Special Counsel Services with Tepper Law, PLLC
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